
Prices and Style Guide

PHOTO 
BOOTHS

POLAROID 
CAMERA HIRE

GIF BOOTHS



Create happy memories 
   and amazing pictures to  

take home.

 PROP 
 photo booths 
 and GIF booths

Our booths are completely unique and stunningly 

good looking (if we do say so ourselves). 

Whether you are organising a wedding, party or 

corporate event,  our photo and GIF booths are 

the perfect way to entertain your guests while

creating some great pictures.

When you hire a PROP photo booth, we deliver it, 

run it, entertain everyone and make sure you 

and your guests have an amazing time. 

On top of that you get our trendy print out 

designs, amazing backdrops and 

you even get an online gallery of all the snaps.



 3 hours boothing time

Unlimited print outs

Personalised photo strip design

A classic backdrop

Selection of props

Double strips (one for the guest 
and one for the guest book)

A guest book with pens and glue

Online gallery with all the pictures

Free delivery (within the M25)

CLASSIC PACKAGE INCLUDES:

Additional hours are £50 an hour 

before midnight, £100 after

PHOTO BOOTH

£450

Classic 
Package

We arrive an hour before to set up and our booth attendant 

will then be with the booth all night to make sure your guests have a 

great time and you get some awesome pictures! 



3 hours boothing time

Unlimited GIFS or boomerangs

A classic backdrop

Personalised GIF design

Selection of props

Online gallery with all the GIFS and 
photos

Free delivery (within the M25)

CLASSIC PACKAGE INCLUDES:

£450

Classic 
Package

GIFs are super fun 

and a great alternative 

to photo booths. 

Your guests can send 

their insta ready GIFS 

to themselves live at the

event and you can even 

add on print outs too. 

GIF BOOTH

Additional hours are £50 an 
hour before midnight, £100 after

GIF printing is an extra £100



We love them so much we named ourselves after them. With our classic

package you get a selection of great props: lips, mo’s, chalk boards, party 

glasses, a selection of hats and Barry the Bass (the BEST prop, just ask Piers Morgan...)

All our bookings come with a guest book, pens and glue so you can keep 

all the print outs to laugh at once the hangovers have worn off! 

Our books are even eco-friendly - they’re made 

from a bunch of bananas (true story).

PROPS AND GUESTS BOOKS

We love props.



We have some amazing designs to choose from. 

Choose a design from below and we can tailor it for 

your event. If you have something special in mind, 

get in touch and we can tell you how it 

can be customised.

CHOOSE YOUR PRINT OUT

We love our print outs



Customise

Customise your print out with your logo,

name, date...whatever you like! 

We can also add your event details, 

sharing links and social media hashtags 

to your GIF emails.



DOUBLE PRINTS AND 

POST CARD PRINTS 

With our classic package you get unlimited double 6x2 prints included. 

6x4 postcard sized prints are also available for an extra £50.



BACKDROPS 

£100
Premium

Gold backdrop Mermaid backdrop Yellow Stripe backdrop 

Sailor backdrop Silver backdrop Geometric backdrop 

Candy Stripe backdrop Chevron backdrop Tropical backdrop 

Premium Backdrops
Choose from one of our classic backdrops:

Or if you are looking 

for a backdrop that 

will really stand out, 

try one of our 

premium backdrops 

for an extra £100.

Fern backdrop 

Flower backdrop 

Wisteria backdrop 

Hedge backdrop 



£150

Instax SQ10 camera

Display box

Selection of props

Guest book and tape

Sign telling your guests 
how to use the cameras and 
change the paper

20 prints

Batteries

Return postage

OUR POLAROID PACKAGE:

POLAROID PACKAGE

Retro is the new vintage, or something 

like that. Our Instax cameras print out 

polaroid style prints straight away, and 

this is a perfect option if you are looking 

for a DIY photo booth kinda vibe. Our 

polaroid cameras also have the latest 

digital technology, so you can even have 

all your photos on an online gallery after 

the event. Once you’re done simply pop 

it in the post with our return label.



OUR PACKAGES

£450

3 hours boothing time

Unlimited print outs

Personalised photo strip design

Classic backdrop

Selection of props

Double strips (one for the guest 
and one for the guest book)

A guest book with pens and glue

Online gallery with all your pictures

Free delivery (within the M25)

Additional hours are £50 an hour 

before midnight, £100 after.

PHOTO BOOTH
PACKAGE INCLUDES:

Classic 
Package £150

Instax SQ10 camera

Display box

Selection of props

Guest Book and Tape

Sign telling your guests how to 
use the cameras and change the paper

20 prints

Batteries

Return postage

POLAROID PACKAGE
PACKAGE INCLUDES:

£450

3 hours boothing time

Unlimited sessions

Personalised GIF design

Classic backdrop

Selection of props

Online gallery with all the GIFS 

and photos

Free delivery (within the M25)

Additional hours are £50 an hour 
before midnight, £100 after.

Unlimited GIF print outs are £100

GIF BOOTH
PACKAGE INCLUDES:

Classic 
Package

Add additional cameras for £60 each, 

additional film for £23 each or an

online gallery for £20. 



About us
“I just wanted to say a HUGE thank you for 
your wonderful photo booth at our wedding 
at Hedsor House back on the 29th September 
- wow where has the time gone!
You were a delight to deal with and our guests 
had a great time using your booth and we've 
loved looking through the photos. On the day 
it worked seamlessly and you guys were so 
warm and accommodating. Thank you for 
everything you've done.”
Sophie Pitman, Bride

“The photo booth was absolutely fantastic. So 
much fun, and very stylish looking too. 
Although I may have hogged the limelight a 
little too much, the photos are testament to 
how much people enjoyed it - and we have a 
guest book full of fab pictures which make us 
smile every time we look through it. You were 
wonderful: so professional - setting everything 
up seamlessly - and just the loveliest people.”
Tori Smith, Bride

“Loved to work with PROP team, super helpful 
and nice, and the GIF booth 
has been a success!”
Federica Cantarini, Sales Specialist, Hyatt Hotels

“Whenever I need a photo activation at any 
sort of event, I know I can count on PROP. It's 
always a massive hit with guests. Set up is 
always quick and easy, the photos always 
come out great and Clare and Teddy are 
always such a pleasure to work with!”
Joey O’Hare, Event Planner, Oath

"Prop were incredibly professional, quick to 
setup and super 
fun! Perfect addition to our party!"
Rebecca Welley, Twitter

“Please keep PROP in mind next time you host an 
event. They were such a fun addition to our 
wedding! We are looking forward to having our 
guestbook as a keepsake!”
Jaclyn Lintern, Bride

“Teddy and Clare are great people to work with, 
they were wonderful on the night of the dinner 
and really helped to make the event fun. Highly 
recommended photo booth.”
Tobi Yusuf, Events Manager, RIAH Events

“If you are looking for a fun photo booth for any 
event PROP are the guys to use! Really clear 
communication on the lead up to the event, 
accommodating all our requirements. The PROP 
attendant was amazing at getting people in front 
of the camera and ensuring everyone was relaxed 
and having fun! Looking forward to trying the 
GIF Booth next time! I cannot recommend 
PROP enough!”
Sarah Main, O�ce Manager, PJT Partners

“It was so much fun having Prop at my 30th 
Birthday celebrations. The whole process was 
really easy - they were friendly, professional and 
everyone couldn’t wait to get their photos taken. 
Will definitely be using them again for future 
events.”
Katie Davis, Birthday Girl

“& Other Stories is really happy for collaborating 
with PROP on London Fashion Week this year. 
We had such an amazing time having an open 
photo booth in the store where customers were 
happy to take their polaroid with friends and 
family! We highly recommend PROP – Amazing 
value, communication and really nice 
people to work with!”
Diogo Demetrio, Store Manager, 
& Other Stories



0800 246 1822

prop.ltd


